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A life-time of Replicating the ART of NATURE

Natureworks Pty Ltd  
732 Mt. Glorious Rd
Highvale (near Samford)
Queensland Australia 4520
ABN: 22 061 855 525

Phone: + 61 7 3289 7555
Fax: + 61 7 3289 7788

Email: info@natureworks.com.au
www.natureworks.com.au 

Tree Sculptures
Natureworks has built over 1,000 artificial trees 
and palms in the last 4 decades.

It has developed a reputation for building the 
most sculptural and largest artificial trees in the 
world (see the tree of life in Seoul Korea).

Our artificial trees can be designed in different 
materials to fulfil many different designs 
requirements.

In this ever increasing concrete jungle we live 
in do you wonder how to bring the outside in. 

When you visit your local aged-care facility 
seeing a relative, or at the local kindergarten 
dropping off your children, maybe ask yourself 
the question:

“Can I change this space for the 
better?”

Yes Natureworks can provide a beautiful 
themed area that everyone can enjoy! Whilst 
also raising the profile of a business, and 
making a big impact for potential clients.  - Get 
passionate about nature!
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Snakes, Geckos, Birds, Owls, Lichen, 
artificial leaves & vines all integrate 
to make this tree as realistic as 
possible and bring the outside in. The 
internal space also provides a place 
for young children to sit and read

Ipswich University Library

Habitat Tree
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Australian Gum Tree & Murals 
& Dioramas with wildlife 
animals

Natureworks was 
commissioned to 
construct various 
dioramas, trees and 
habitats, including 
3D koala models, 
mural art, artificial 
fire feature and 
ultra – violet theatre

Daisy Hill Koala Centre - Trees
Theatre stage - display
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This Australian Gum Tree Cubby was 
installed at Good Start Early Learning Centre. 
Incorporating the centre piece of Playground.

Australian Gum Tree 
Cubby - 9 Metres High
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Little Scholars School of Early Learning - Brisbane

Play area Tree Decor

This Windswept Tree is an ideal touch of nature 
to an Early Learning Centre play area. It sits 
flush against the wall and can be customised 
with the addition of foilage and various animals 
depending on the clients needs.

Tree with branches

Tree with branches & Foliage
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Enchanted Tree with sign - 
Early Learning Centre

Enchanted Forest Tree and Sign -
Custom made for Childcare Centre Entry Sign
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In production

Create a themed entrance way 
with this easy to install ready 
made enchanted archway. 
Natureworks can also custom 
build various archways to 
clients specifications.
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Strangler Fig
Corner Version
Childcare Centre - Brisbane

This detailed strangler fig is constructed to fit tightly into a corner of a 
room. The canopy consisits of a collecton of leaves and fines and is full 
ceiling height. The mural art is still be be completed on the back wall to 
add to the overall effect and playfullness of the room.
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Sacred Heart School
Curtain Strangler
Fig Cubby
3m High, 5m Wide

Items included with custom curtain strangler fig

Masked Owl, Frogs, Insects, Brown Snake, Sand Goanna, Kookaburra, Masked 
owl, Fungi Seats, Extended Buttress Root with Aerial roots to form barrier. 
Epiphytes and other artificial plants to garnish the tree.

In Production
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Australian natural habitat 
replicated to educate our 
beautiful landscape

Sculpting the Base 
of the Tree

Habitat Tree display - 
Natures Boarding House

This habitat tree is a showcase for educating the public about the value of forests, 
woodlands, and the bush to provide a place for many species of wildlife to thrive. 
The valued natural structure may offer a place for foraging, temperature regulation, 
protection from predators, nesting and a place to raise young.

Osprey House - Brisbane
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Trees of 
Gondwana Exhibit

Visit our website 
if you would 

like to see our 
Gondwana 
Catalogue

Southbank Brisbane

Total Gondwana Rainforest Exhibit - Tourist Attraction
Gondwana rainforest Sanctuary was built to  highlight the need to conserve planet Earth and the importance of rainforests in our 
survival. It became the conservation focal point for Brisbane. It included Real and artificial Elements. A truly amazing installation
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From the outset we wanted to highlight the 
four main habitats surrounding the Ipswich 
area, and individually present the wildlife that 
most commonly occurs in each of the four 
habitats, which included Eucalypt, Sclerophyll, 
bloodwoods and Tea tree.

The trees were manufactured with a foam core 
encapsulated with fibre-glass, texturing was 
done with mats and the final look achieved with 
painted undercoats and dry brush finishes. 
The first being the Blue Gum forests, these 
forest tend towards drying out, with mixed 
understory from green pick to dry grasses and 

leaf litter, the trees were dressed out using 
artificial foliage suggestive of the species and 
the foreground was a mix of real rocks, artificial 
rocks, and dry and green artificial foliage.

Second is the She Oak- wet sclerophyll section, 
similar in construction to the Blue Gum area but 
with a greater concentration of greenery typical 
of light rainforests, the Turkey mound was 
mounded to shape and amassed with leaf litter.
Next is the Bloodwood forest, as a much more 
heavily wooded area more logs and rocks were 
introduced in this section, included were the 
native grass tree and cycads.

The final habitat is the Wetland Tea tree swamp, 
a continuation of the reeds in the mural 
extended forward into the 3D foreground with 
rocks forming the border, the paper bark (Tea 
tree) was unique in so much as the texture 
was achieved with the use of real paper bark 
preserved and fixed to replicate a real trunk.

Each of the habitats were modelled into a 
cement sub-straight designed to make un-
authorised removal quite difficult. 

Blue Gum Tree

Bloodwood Tree

Paper Bark Tree

She Oak Tree

4 Various Artificial 
Trees, animals and 

mural backdropEucalypt, Sclerophyll, Bloodwood & Tea Trees - Ipswich City Council 
Environmental Centre

3D Development.  
From left to right.

Koala in Tree Fork Possum on tree branch Cockatoo in tree Platypus in foreground
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Wellington Te Papa Museum New Zealand  - 
Coconut Palm Trees

Natureworks makes a range of 
artificial palm trees for use in 
situations where maintaining living 
palms is not an option. 

In shopping centres, Office foyers and 
public spaces. Natureworks palms 
have provided architects and interior 
designers with the ability to create a 
forest without the maintenance issues 
associated with live planted trees.

Natureworks animals can compliment 
various outdoor and indoor settings.

Artificial Palms
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Yawning tree slide - 
concept art

This tree has a rear entry 
and has a slide incorporated 
into the roots to add 
another play element to this 
indoor play space.
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Our artificial trees can be 
designed in different materials 
to fulfil many different designs 
requirements such as these for 
mini golf courses.

Characters Trees
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The traditional “fake” sandstone 
was all built in hard coated 
foam and sand finished as the 
entry to a Victorian Railway 
Station restaurant.

Amazing Artificial Tree & Rock Work

Giant Fig Tree entry statement and restaurant fit-out

Tree & Rock Work - Custom Designed for 
Bankstown Sports Club

“It is its own whole world inside the sports club; there is a rain forest with brooks and streams and ferns 
and moss, and a Tuscan village, complete with cobblestones and drying washing from the high verandah 
window. In the cafe, while having breakfast, an elephant can be heard trumpeting”.
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Giant Strangler Fig - 17m Tall & foyer fit-out

The rainforest Lobby

Giant Strangler Fig
17 Metres Tall
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Talking Tree Grandma Face Tree

Jolly Face Tree

These computer controlled talking 
trees, with Character faces and animal 
characters, each tree was identical 
but the foliage and animals were 
all different, the sound tracks were 
developed for each tree with a time 
limit of four minutes. Telling a light 

hearted story about the forest and its 
inhabitants.
The faces represented were, Jolly, 
grumpy, Posh and grandma.    The 
show included wind,  lightening, water 
and fire.

Posh Tree - Interactive Elements - Lightening Strikes and Wind,  Special 
Lighting, Fire and Water - a true 4D experience

Smorgys Restaurant - Melbourne

Artificial Interactive Trees
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Tropical Landscape Life size 
Moais & Exploding Volcano

Smorgy’s Restaurant - Melbourne

Smorgys at Plenty Rd Dundoora as one 
of for themed restaurants in Victoria.

 “Each restaurant has it’s own spectacular special 
effects show, there is the active volcano at Bundoora 
(the spectacular erupting volcano lights the night sky 
against the backdrop of the city skyline), the water 
garden at Ringwood, the musical fountain and, the 
waterwheel at East Burwood and of course the superb 
Salty the Seal and King Neptune shows as well as the 
giant marine aquarium at Cunningham Pier, Geelong.” 
Large waterfalls and rainforests with creeks and pools 
enrich the dining experience.”

Natureworks was commissioned in 1996 to theme 4 
separate Smorgy’s restaurants. They are in Ringwood, 
Burwood, Plenty Rd, Dundoora and Geelong for the 
Schwaiger family who later sold all four restaurants for 
$120 million dollars.

The family commissioned Natureworks to design and 
build the 1 Million exploding volcano entry feature at 
Dundoora. Every half hour the volcano erupted”as part 
of an animated show which blew the socks off diners 
within the restaurants seated over 1,000 people.

View from inside 
looking out
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Artificial Palm Trees and roots encasing
 roof top cave - Cairns Casino

Artificial Bridge to cave

Roof Top Cave and Tree plants
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Wisteria Arbor Vine and Tree

Artificial Wisteria Arbor Vine and Wisteria Tree Townsville Casino 

Artificial Wisteria 
Arbor Vine

Artificial Wisteria Tree

Artificial Vine 
attached to roof

Artificial Wisteria 
in pot
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The clients’ intent was to lay claim 
to building the largest artificial tree 
in the world. It is over 11 metres in 
diameter at the base, through which 
the public can walk and the diameter 
where it “breaks through” the ceiling 
is still 6 metres wide.

This tree was built at a cost of 1.7 million dollars in 2008 by a team from Natureworks. 
The trunk was built on site, but the branches were prefabricated at the Highvale studios in 
Samford, Australia and shipped in 10 x 40ft containers to site.

This tree rises through 6 levels of a shopping mall in 
Sopoong in Seoul, South Korea.

Tree of Life - Sopoong, Seoul, Sth Korea
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SHOPPING CENTRES
Westfield - Palm Trees West 
Tuggerah NSW

Artificial Palm Trees - Various Sizes

Westfield - Palm Trees 
Caringdale QLD

Natureworks has 
supplied & installed 
palm trees for 
shopping Centres all 
over Australia
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This major nature 
themed project required 
a large  variety of 
artificial trees, plants, 
rock work and animals 
to replicate nature in its 
natural landscape

Ticket Shop - Tree Stump

Crocodile & Bridge View

Top View of Mini golf course - 
built in 1990

Carindale Shopping Centre Character Tree Entry Statement to Mini Golf

Character Tree & Ticket Shop

This Character tree has a rear entry and has a slide incorporated into the 
roots to add another play element to this indoor play space.
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Westfield Shopping Centre - Helensvale

Parents Room architectural tree 
- suitable for corners or flat walls 

includes leaves and animals

Windswept Tree wall art
Bring the outside in.
Natureworks 3D interactive 
wall art tree has been hand 
sculptured to capture the 
essence of a windswept 
ancient version of a “Tree of 
Life”, with realistic textured 
finishes ideal for interior 
or exterior walls. It can be 
offered with or without leave, 
depending on  requirements.

It is ideal for both commercial 
or residential to bring the 
outdoors in. Trees branches 
and animals can be adapted 
to integrate with existing 

areas and can also include 
mural art to help blend into 
its designed space. 
This piece was fitted into a 
Westfield Shopping Centre 
children’s play area and 
features birds, frogs and 
lizards with press button 
digital sounds. 
This tree is an ideal wall art 
for childcare centres, and 
educational centres waiting 
rooms, schools, as it sits flush 
against the wall with the 
added bonus of creating a 
green touch of nature which 
is critical to soften the hard 
lines of the modern concrete 

world.
Natureworks can put the 
art into artificial by using 
speciality techniques 
whereby we use a mixture 
of both live and artificial to 
blur the lines of reality and 
confuse the eye and brain. 
Natureworks can help you 
create memories by theming 
one corner of your room, or a 
complete outdoor play area, 
including shade structures, 
wildlife animals, logs, trees, 
wall art, all designed to 
your specifications. Don’t be 
themed without them!

Tree Trunk

Tree with branches

Tree with branches & Foliage

Tree with branches 
and Foliage

Completed Tree in Parents Room
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Currumbin Sanctuary Artificial Tree
“Creatures of the Dark Forest Exhibit” 
Showing Plants

Currumbin Sanctuary Discovery Tunnels Rock Climbing Wall - in Playground

Tree for “Creatures of the Dark Exhibit”
Currumbin Sanctuary

Currumbin Sanctuary 
Cave walkway

Currumbin Sanctuary Artificial Tree
“Creatures of the Dark Forest Exhibit” 
Showing Tree roots

Currumbin Sanctuary Artificial Tree
“Creatures of the Dark Forest Exhibit” 
Showing Tree structure and walkway
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Fit-out of Serpentaria at Taronga Zoo - Sydney 1996

Habitat Reptile Enclosures - Taronga Zoo Exhibits - 
Landscapes using Trees, Rock work & Fossil Replicas
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Australian Bottle Tree - Custom Made

Dreamtime Cultural Centre - Rockhampton

Bottle Tree with leaf canopy

In situ - Rockhampton 
Dreamtime centre

Base of tree
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Artificial Cocoa TreeClose up of trunk with 
attached seed pods

Artificial extracted replica seeds 
Shown on palm leaf

Cocoa Nut Seed 
Pod Replicas

Cocoa Tree and Cocoa seeds

Artificial Cocoa Tree with Seed Pods
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Cycads

Cycads Trunk - 2m
22.5x22.5x200cm - 25kg

080143

Cycads Trunk - 2.5m
22.5x22.5x250cm - 27kg

080144

Cycads Trunk - 3m
22.5x22.5x300cm - 30kg

080145
Cycads Trunk - 3.5m

22.5x22.5x350cm - 32kg

080146

Cycads Trunk - 4m
22.5x22.5x400cm - 45kg

080147

Cycad Crown
2 metre Diameter
CYCAD CROWN

This 2 metre 
diameter  Cycad 
Crown is designed 
to be placed inside 
the trunk:- 
Various trunk 
heights available

Note: - All trunk diameters are the same - only the height is variable.

The Cycad Crown is 
also popular for outdoor 
entertainment areas

See our Planter Catalogue 
for a selection of pots 
available
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Cycads - Collection of Sizes available
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Giant Artificial Man Eating Snap Dragon

Man Eating Snap Dragon 
Plant for a film set in Sydney 
- totally realistic with all the 
fine details. Now resides at 
the Highvale premises
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Slot Together Fibreglass tree replica

Ideal Large 
tree for Hire - 
Available as trunk 
only or dressed 
with foliage

Fibreglass branched 
trunk

Height:- 4m
Diameter   2m (at base)

Fibreglass Branched Tree 
Height:- 4m
Diameter 2m

* Ladder required for assembly
* Drill required to secure branches
* 9 numbered branches + 2 additional 
fillers

Assembly instructions
* Arms numbered 1-9
* Start dress at top #1
* Insert numbered branches into arms
* Branches secured with screws
* Finish with filler branches A & B wired 
and     resting on labelled forks
* Foliage sprays used to hide joins.

Dressed Tree – Fibreglass trunk 
with silk branches

Height: - 6m
Diameter:-  5m

* Stabilize base with weights or 
screw        into platform
* Guy wire top of trunk overhead

Shipping Cage

Height: - 1.6m
Wide: - 2.1m
Length: - 2.6m

Ship Branches standing UPRIGHT 
inside cage

Fibreglass Branched Tree

Ready made trunk to various foliage options
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7M Bloodwood Tree Stump - 
original tree Stump ready to 
be moulded 
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Cycad Trunk 2m
22.5x22.5x200cm - 25kg

080143

Cycad Trunk 3.5m
22.5x22.5x350cm - 32kg

080146

Cycad Trunk 2.5m
22.5x22.5x250cm - 27kg

080144

Cycad Trunk 4m
22.5x22.5x400cm - 45kg

080147

Cycad Trunk 3m
22.5x22.5x300cm - 30kg

080145

Palm - Royal Fan

Palm - Royal Fan Fronds

Palm - Royal Fan
Product

Code Fronds
Trunk 

Height M
TC195 12 1.95m
TC265 12 2.65
TC35 12 3.5
TC47 20 4.7
TC56 20 5.6
TC64 20 6.4
TC82 20 8.2
TC9 20 9

Cycad Crown  - all
200cm x 200cm

Cycad Crown

Royal Fan Palm are 
available with 12 or 20 

fronds

12 Fronds - 175cm

20 Fronds - 210cm

Trunk Height

Overall Height
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Panel Leaf Frieze
Triptych (3 panels)

178x4.5x274cm - 61kg
100063

Panel Leaf Frieze
178x4.5x274cm - 56kg

100062

Leaf Friezes
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Panel Leaf Frieze
Greenish Bronze

178x4.5x274cm - 56kg
100062GB

Leaf Friezes - Bronze Finish
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Cactus Saguaro Rafflesia Flower

Tulip - Pink Tulip - White

110033Pink 
Tulip- Pink

40 x 40 x 95cm  -  3.5kg

110033White 
Tulip- White

40 x 40 x 95cm  -  3.5kg

NW009
Rafflesia Flower 

Giant from Borneo
700mm Diameter

110022 
Cactus Saguaro

60 x 110 x 330cm - 35kg

Plants and flowers- Various
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Ask us about our gecko climbing 
tree, you will be entertained and 
delighted

This Adventure tree and accessories provides ample 
areas for climbing, crawling and adventure play.

It also provides the backdrop for the ideal Shipwreck 
Themed Playground

Strangler Fig - Climbing Tree
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Imitating 
Mother  Nature

Interactive Tree with animals &
sound ACTIVATION buttons

Lotus Leaves on Long Stems - (available with water squirters)

Gecko Climbing Tree

Fire Breathing Bloodwood Tree

Tree Trunk with hiding hole 
- Concept Art
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Bamboo Tee Pee Tree
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Artistic Wall Tree with climb in baseThemed Centre Piece Tree with Branches
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Resting Tree for story time. 
Creating a unique centre piece for readers to rest 

in a nature themed environment

Puppet Tree - An entertaining way that encourages 
story telling and expression
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Raised Walk Through Reading Tree with Shelves
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Entry Statement - Tree Roots for nature based environment 
Ideal for theme Parks and Shopping Centres
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Oak Reading Tree Childcare Tree with Slide Large Entry Tree

Crawl through logs and treeArtificial floating Lily Pads
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Reception Room Wall Tree 

Climbing indoor tree

Wall Mural and 3D Tree Vine in foreground
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Wise old owl Tree 
entry and Wall mural

Entry Statement for 
Library
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Enchanted Tree and Mural

Serious Tree
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Interior Entry Tree Trunk with foliage mural
Room Divider - Exit Statement

Leaf Archway

Walkway Trees
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Child care tree with slide

Tree with slide and Tunnel
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Natural History museum - 
Atlanta - U.S.A

While this is innovative 
space is not known as a 
playground, parents have 
brought their crawlers to 
wade and splash in the faux 
river. Little eyes will widen 
in awe as the water ripples 
to their touch. Walk with 
your kids to discover all the 
nooks and crannies, like a 
reading nook. This exhibit 
features over 100 interactive 
encounters and explores six 
diverse ecosystems.

This picture reveals a diverse example of the scope of art 
that Natureworks can create.
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Natureworks natural-looking 
specimen trees are our speciality. 
Our attention to detail - 
replicating even the smallest 
facet and imitating nature’s 
complex wonders add to the final 
extraordinarily real appearance. 
We select from a variety of real 
woods to create unique finish 
that will last for years.

Our skilled designers and 
architects can create your dream 

environment. our creative 
services go far beyond artificial 
trees to whole exhibits and 
habitats. 

We are continually servicing the 
market for custom trees inside 
childcare centres and public 
spaces. 

This catalogue shows a selection 
of trees we have developed 
over 40 years. The trees vary 

enormously in their complexity 
and size as shown in this 
catalogue. 

Our team can provide guidance 
and sketches that will look great 
and be practical in the space 
required.

Send us a photo or sketch of a 
style of tree you are interested in, 
and we can custom construct it 
per your specifications.

Unique and natural-looking artificial trees

Childcare - Day 
Care
Private Installations
Libraries
Restaurants
Hospitals
Airports
Shopping Centres
Public Art
Heritage
Zoos
Casinos
Hospitality
Museums Exhibits
Schools

Interpretive And 
Cultural Centres
Zoo Habitats
Fairytale 
And Fantasy 
Construction
Events
Murals Dioramas & 
3D Wall Art
Clubs
Restaurants
Resorts
Aquariums
Fundraising Props
Theme Parks
Playgrounds

Libraries
Expos And Trade 
Shows
Custom Private
Public Art
Universities
Animal Sanctuaries
Special Effects
Mini Golf Courses
Caravan Parks

Theming for indoor and outdoor

In a world of concrete and 
electronics, many children are 
being “protected” from the smell 
of the bush, and the beauty of the 
natural world and grow up with 
little connection or interest in the 
wildlife which surrounds us.

At Natureworks we are constantly 
producing child friendly animal 
art as climb on and decorative 
elements to create and enhance 
magical spaces for backyards, 
childcare and shopping centres, 
schools and council playgrounds.

Apart from the cute and realistic 
life-size and larger than life 
animal characters, Natureworks 
has a “library” of 3D nature-based 
furniture items, including, rocks, 

logs, mushrooms, trees and tree 
slides, giant flowers, dinosaur 
bones, fossil digs, dinotopia 
characters, giant turtle and snail 
shells and friendly frogs.

We have a spectacular mushroom 
cubby house and we are in the 
process of building a series of 
large magical fairy houses big 
enough for small groups of 
children.

We are also just completing a 
series of Australian bird and 
mammal saddled creatures, 
including emu, koala, kangaroo, 
echidna wombat and sea-lion 
which will be a great addition to 
children’s play areas.

Turn your kids on to the magic of the Natural World!
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